Accommodation units are designed for intensive daily use. Kooiman Ship Interiors produces these custom interiors that meet the toughest requirements. Various interior layouts are produced and furnished, ranging from for example office, workshop, galley, medical bow or sleeping area. In the design and layout of these units, much attention is given to the usability and ergonomics of the user. In addition, the importance of a pleasant ambiance in the room is also taken into account in the design. Robust and durable materials are chosen.
Aside from the realization of interiors of ships, Kooiman Ship Interiors also provides specifically tailored interiors in accommodation containers. Based on the customer’s specific request, Kooiman Ship Interiors makes a proposal to divide this accommodation unit as efficiently as possible. In addition, there is great attention given to functionality, durability and appearance of these units.

The accommodation containers come in different sizes and the interiors are designed, produced and built into different versions, such as the design of a galley, office, workshop, sleeping area or medical bow. Kooiman Ship Interiors thinks along with the customer to achieve the result that perfectly matches the intended deployment of such a unit. The accommodation units are built according to the IMO guidelines and thus delivered to the customer.

KOOIMAN SHIP INTERIORS
Kooiman Ship Interiors BV is a dynamic interior construction company with a broad scope. Kooiman Ship Interiors BV produces complete interiors or parts of interiors. Over the past years Kooiman Ship Interiors has certainly proven itself in numerous projects in yachting, inland shipping, seagoing shipping and offshore.

The strength of the organization lies in taking away the concerns of the customers. They have the capacity to take care of ones interior entirely. They deliver a complete package including tailor-made furniture, insulation, floors, floor finishes, furnishing, professional kitchen equipment and everything one needs to complete ones interior. They stand for an open and honest working method. They involve their customers in the work. They maintain short lines of communication which enables them to react fast and accurate. Thanks to their experience in ship repairs, they are accustomed to working under pressure with short turnaround times.